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We need nature even more these days. As more people live in cities, nature offers a potent remedy to 

many of the environmental, economic, and emotional challenges presented by urban living. To address 

this, a new approach to urbanism has arisen – a “biophilic” urbanism – based on the assumption that 

contact with nature and the natural world is absolutely essential to modern urban life. 

Central to this vision for future cities is the concept of “biophilia” – popularized by Harvard biologist and 

entomologist E.O. Wilson. He defines biophilia as “the innately emotional affiliation of human beings to 

other living organisms.” He argues that humans carry with us our “ancient brains,” so it is no wonder that 

we are happier, more relaxed, and more productive in the presence of nature. The evidence is mounting, 

that we are likely to be more resilient and more creative when we live and work in the presence of nature. 

Some studies even show we are more likely to exhibit generosity when nature is near. As we examine the 

http://eowilsonfoundation.org/e-o-wilson/
http://biophiliccities.org/category/health/
http://psp.sagepub.com/content/35/10/1315


presence of plant and animal life in cities, it is becoming increasingly clear that nature is not optional but 

essential. 

What is a Biophilic City? 

A biophilic city is a city which successfully integrates nature into the urban landscape, from trees and 

parks, to vertical gardens and green rooftops. A city can become more biophilic through something as tiny 

as San Francisco’s parklets, or as major as Wellington, New Zealand’s enormous network of parks and 

marine life. A biophilic city nurtures and celebrates its biodiversity and wildness, from birds to 

wildflowers to the invertebrate life that inhabits the city. 

 

 

http://thecityfix.com/blog/unrealized-potential-parklets-world-parking-day-new-urbanism-camille-koue/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/30604571@N00/8690926732/in/photolist-eeZgJm-eeTvcx-eeTCSz-eeZo3d-eeZohS-czVzcd-dyJ52N-eeTt9P-eeZhVw-7XCX5Z-7XCX7Z-eeZcQN-eeZn4y-eeTLTk-eeTLg6-eeTxr2-eeTxFx-eeZvpQ-eeZp7j-eeTxVP-eeZvCb-eeTzFp-eeTza8-eeZkdW-eeZiGA-eeTzTK-eeZjYo-eeTzt6-bshThq-edwHQU-e6NKzg-7XCXGH-7XCXF6-7XGdwy-7XCXki-7XGcUS-7XCXfM-7XGdeW-7XCWVV-7XGcE9-7XCXpr-7XCX42-7XCXyM-7XCXa8-7XGdnU-7XGdah-7XCXBz-7XCWYi-7XGdif-7XCX12-7XCWQF


Cities around the world are discovering creative ways to do this. Singapore, for instance, is working to 

integrate nature into denser, vertical urban environments, through a mix of regulations, subsidies, and 

research and development. Green walls and rooftops, an urban trails network – known as “park 

connectors”- impressively restored urban waterways, and schoolyard gardens are some of the ways 

Singapore has brought about its vision to be a “city in a garden.” 

Why do we need biophilic cities? 

Places like Mexico City – that invest in large green walls and rooftops gardens – reap the benefits of 

improved air quality and food security. Rio de Janeiro’s Tijuca forest – the world’s largest urban forest – 

has been essential is protecting the city’s water supply. In cities like Manila or Mumbai, protecting and 

restoring mangroves makes sense in terms of adaptation to storm surges and sea level rise. Making a city 

more biophilic will make it more resilient and sustainable. 

 

These green elements will help us to shade and cool urban environments, to conserve water and energy, 

and to produce at least some of the food our growing planet is going to need. 

http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/5/8/3328
http://www.hungrycitybook.co.uk/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/38795342@N06/8029977933/in/photolist-dezJFp-bdw9Kt-bdwdde-bdAdiK-cbjFmS-dP9Ba7-dP9BH1-dP41Vt-8kkdJe-cbjFLq-cbjHLb-cbjJ47-cbjDvJ-8kNBeE-cbjCXS-cbjEcw-cbjDSA-cbjDgy-cbjEuw-8RuHgi-8RxMXS-8RuEvr-8RuHxz-8RuJ3D-8RuFmT-8RuHHk-8RxMz7-8RxMnJ-8RxMPY-8RuFKF-8RxMTA-8RxPhu-8RuFit-8RxNCE-8RuGsz-8RxNwj-8RuHP2-8RxLMJ-8RxLRm-8RuFZe-8RuHXD-8RxNTC-8RxMb5-8RuHAk-8RxQgd-8RxMHq-8RxPmJ-8RxPdN-8RuEUP-8RxQiY-8RxNgQ


Biophilic cities make our urban centers more resilient, and deliver emotional value for urban residents as 

well. Exposure to nature helps to make both cities and urban residents more resilient in the face of a host 

of likely pressures and shocks. My notion of a Biophilic city extends beyond the presence of nature to 

how residents engage with that nature – and how much we know and care about it. Urban biodiversity is 

necessary but not sufficient when creating a biophilic city. Biophilic cities need citizens who seek to 

enjoy, visit, and celebrate the nature found in the urban environment. 

There are now many creative ideas for nudging urbanites in these directions, from summer camping in 

urban parks, to free kayaking on city rivers, to school-based initiatives that cultivate a love of nature in 

children at an early age. The innovative School of Ants – a citizen-science driven study of urban ant 

species- has produced a terrific urban guide to ants, a kind of flow chart to help children with the complex 

task of identifying different species. Experiments like these are instrumental in encouraging a love for 

biodiversity from a young age. 

The Biophilic Cities Project 

Our Biophilic Cities Project, based in the University of Virginia’s School of Architecture, has been 

underway for the past two years. With funding from the Washington DC-based Summit Foundation, and 

the Mitchell Foundation, we have been exploring the many creative ways in which cities integrate nature. 

By developing metrics for understanding urban nature, we can measure and document the many different 

ways cities provide connections to the natural world. 

Much of this work has focused on exploring what a biophilic city is, or could be. We ask – what does it 

look like and feel like?  By assembling data and GIS layers for Biophilic cities around the globe, we 

attempt to understand how a city can protect and plan for nature in the urban landscape. 

http://schoolofants.org/
http://biophiliccities.org/%5d
http://summitfdn.org/
http://cgmf.org/p/home.html
http://youtu.be/XMWOu9xIM_k


While we are already impressed with the variety of programs, projects, and planning efforts in cities 

around the world, there remain a number of important open questions: 

How much and what kind of nature is needed in cities? What combination of these natural experiences 

will deliver the greatest health and psychological benefits? “What is the minimum daily requirement of 

nature?” we sometimes provocatively ask.  And what urban tools, techniques and strategies will be most 

effective at ensuring this nature exists in our urban future? 

The next chapter in our work will involve expanding the community of planners, designers, public 

officials, and citizens interested in creating biophilic cities, as well as the geographical reach of the 

project. We will be convening our partner cities and launching this global biophilic cities network this 

coming October 17-20, at the University of Virginia. 

 

Source: http://ipfieldnotes.org/more-bugs-more-plants-a-crash-course-on-biophilic-cities/ 
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